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RAFT is a rogue-like rogue-like crafting game with some rogue. Crafting Use the magical power of crafting to create beautiful, useful items! Use the power of herbs, rocks, experience, mystic bits, and even potions to craft your own items. You’re free to explore the
game’s crafting mechanics as you wish! Dungeons and Dungeons The dungeons you explore are randomly generated based on your files. Bigger files result in bigger dungeons. Dungeons are filled with monsters and an assortment of loot. My emphasis is on loot, as
every item you gather is randomly and selectively generated. Herb Gathering Herb gathering is totally randomized, but based on your files you may be fortunate enough to gather some rare and valuable herbs! Herbs are used to craft potions, which can be powerful

healing tools or nasty, evil enhancing items. Monster Hunting Monster hunting is also totally randomized and based on your files. Monsters are automatically generated from your files. As you explore the dungeons you’ll find a smattering of monsters that are
generated from your files. Rogue Dungeon This is the heart of the game. Every dungeons has a mixture of monsters and secret rooms, and any secret doors can result in extremely surprising and fruitful discoveries! Like the dungeon in this screenshot! If you find a

secret room you'll enter the room automatically. On the other hand, if you are looking for a specific monster you can use the manual to find their location in the dungeon. Random Dungeon If you want to search for a specific monster then you'll have to hit every single
room in every single dungeon. This is a tedious process, but it's entirely possible! You get your Dungeons, you get your loot, you get to craft some sweet stuff! ... What? You haven't found anything in every dungeon? Don't worry, there are plenty of secret rooms in the
dungeons generated by your old school grade books and other mysterious files! What files? Older Files You'll have an ability to set custom files when you first create your character. These can be files of any kind, but I have found files especially beneficial to crafting.

A: The game is simple. You craft items by processing rocks, herbs and other things. You gain experience points and level up. Every item has a fixed amount of damage. Some items have random stats like crit chance, which you can use to get better items or combined
items

Features Key:
2 to 4 players - Online Multiplayer

Action - Hangman style gaming
Humour - Some monsters are funny, some are just not!

Social - Toggle friends list online
Classroom - Use a piece of digital chalk like in the classroom

Untethered - Completely Free, no DRM

Price - £4.99 / $7.99 / $9.99

Platform - Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows XP

Standalone game - No Need for a Gamepad

Review / Excerpt - Hero Quest: Tower Conflict Preview

Fri, 22 Aug 2012 10:44:00 +0000 Hero Quest: Tower ConflictPreview: Heroes Quest: Tower Conflict, a fun and chatty Game of Chalk Painting by Virtual StudiosGamingJohn  
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